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New Church Historical Society  
Get Together 
Pauline Grimshaw reports:

This two-yearly event took place at Purley Chase from 
Tuesday to Thursday 15th - 17th of October. Many 
people think of history as dull and boring but history 
helps us to understand where we are today and, as we 
also found out, it helps to stimulate happy feelings or 
affections about our own past lives especially those 
connected with our own church that were planted in us 
many years ago.

There were eighteen full time attendees from all parts of 
the country with others ‘bobbing in’ and joining us from 
time to time. After our much appreciated evening meal 
we were welcomed by our convenor Maeve Hawkins. 
Maeve is an indefatigable historical researcher and had 
also provided us with a range of historical charts and 
PowerPoint illustrations.

The first presenter was Pauline Grimshaw who related 
the fascinating account of the life of Rev John Hyde 
1833-1875 who became a Mormon elder at the age of 
eighteen in London, but who just over twenty years 
later, via Paris, Salt Lake City and Hawaii ended up back 
in England as a highly regarded New Church minister! 
He later wrote a fictional novel based on his 
experiences. 

The talk was followed by vespers which was led by 
Pauline and included the hymn, ‘Angels, our brothers are 
messengers bright,’ one of the many hymns that Hyde 
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had composed.

The following morning   began with a talk entitled, ‘The Dufty Family - Six remarkable 
People.’ The family originated in Sheffield and the son of the family, Joseph Gibbons Dufty, 
became a much loved and accomplish New Church minister. His father, Joseph Dufty was an 
accomplished poet and we were privileged to see a reproduction of a book of his poems - this 
anthology had the title ‘Blighted Lives.’ The talk was illustrated with PowerPoints of the  
family prepared by Maeve.

After a short mid-morning break Gordon Kuphal gave a presentation entitled ‘Memories of 
the Moseley Societies from my Father’s Diaries.’  We were privileged to see photos of 
Gordon’s father taken during the First World War and hear about his war experiences as well 
as his life in Birmingham. It made me realise the importance of reading about the everyday 
lives and how it brought back the past into the present.

This was followed by PowerPoint photos of ‘New Church Buildings of the Past.’ This brought 
back happy memories to most of us but also a twinge of sadness when we realised how many 
flourishing and actives societies we had in the past.

During the afternoon we had free time in which we could browse through all the exhibits and 
photos that were displayed in the Library, the Hive and the vestibule - it was a veritable mini- 
museum. A small party of us went to visit a mediaeval church in the nearby village of Stoke 
Golding. On returning we had an afternoon break with delicious cakes and melt-in-your-
mouth shortbread!

Our evening meal was followed by ‘The Story of the Kensington Society’ narrated by David 
Friend. He talked of the reasons for building or perhaps it ought to have been ‘planting’ a 
church in a part of London where were no previous New Church community had previously 
had existed. Its first minister was Rev Jonathan Bayley who lived quite some distance away. 
How did he get to church? Did he go on horseback by cab or do he go on the  newly opened 
Metropolitan Line?

Vespers was led by Alan Lewin who spoke on the importance of ‘Remains’ the affections of 
truth which the Lord plants within us. Both Alan and Pauline used prayers from the old black 
Liturgy.

Our final day began with a PowerPoint presentation by Maeve on ‘Rev Charles Hall, Minister, 
Naturalist and Author.’ He was particularly interested in micrography which he explored with 
living organisms. We marvelled at the beautiful illustrations in a book on pond life written for 
both children and adults. He was minister at Paisley for some time and lived in the uniquely 
quaint and beautiful Manse, which was named ‘Meersbrook’ after the place where his wife 
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came from. Maeve and her family spent happy years there when her father James Ayre was 
the minister at the Paisley Church.

The morning concluded with a talk on David Wynter, School Teacher, Laundry Owner and 
Philanthropist. David Wynter was best known for his amazing generosity which included 
contributing handsomely towards the purchase, building work and refurbishment of the 
Swedenborg Society in Bloomsbury Way London.

We also had time for ‘snippets’ of information including one from Lynda Pierpoint who also 
brought along a selection of photos from the Bournemouth church.

Then followed a brief review of the ‘Gathering.’ All of us had enjoyed the programme, the 
fellowship and the very special atmosphere of our gathering. We look forward to our next 
gathering in 2021. Meanwhile we hope that this small report will stimulate you to perhaps  
become a member of our society  or maybe just a a Journal reader - further  details from 
either Maeve or Pauline.

A photo from David Friend’s Kensington presentation 
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